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°§ June 1965 

Dear Mr Rankin, 

Forgive me if I say that I am surprised and disappointed to 

have received no reply to my letter of 12 June 1965 (eopy enclosed). 

The questions I posed seem to me to be entirely legitimate and de~ 

serving of serious attention. Perhaps my request appears to be 

an imposition on a private person but I am not aware of any 

residual arrangements made by the Warren Commission when it 
dissolved under which I might have addressed myself elsewhere. 

I hope that you will agree that there is a moral obligation 

to clarify for any member of the American public responsible 

questions posed in good faith. It is my impression that you 

did provide clarification which was quoted in the New York Times 

some months ago with respect to a different aspect of evidence, 

May I still hope that you will respond also to my request for 

elarification? 

Yours sincerely, 

Sylvia Feagher 

- (Ne_reply received) 



8 June 1965 

Dear Mr Tisenbexg, 

‘Teo questions arise from study of the Warren Report and Hearings and 

rxhibits, which appear to be in your special area of competence. I should 
be grateful if you would be kind endugh to clarify the following matters. 

(1) The Warren Report (page 646) states that the ammunition used*in 

-the assassination rifle was "recently made by the Western Cartridge Coe, 

which manufact:res sch ammunition currently." There is no footnote 

- indicating the source of this assertion. Can you please indicate the 

authority for the statement? JI have not found any document among the 

-¥xhibits corroborating this assertion but perhaps I have overlooked it? 

(2) Commission Lxhibit 2560, the telephone message addressed to you 

which indicates that the g:msmith at the Aberdeen Proving Ground found that 

the scope on the rifle as reccived was mounted "as if for a left-hamied man," 

dees not appear to be supplemented by testinony or documents elaborating on 

the significance of that opinion. Can you advise me please whether or not 

any conel:.gion was reached as to the "left—haniedness" of the mount? If so, 

can it be assumed that Oswald was left-handed or ambidextrous? Or that the 

rifle nevertheless could be fired without difficulty by a right~handed man? 

Was it possible to determine on what basis, or on whose instructions, the 

gunsmith ‘at “Lein's mounted the scope on tlic C2766 rifle for a left-handed man? 

IT have taken the liberty of addressing these queries to you since I am 

not aware that the Warren Commission, before it dissolved, assigned any 

residual responsibility for providing clarification requested by members of 

the public or stidents of the case. Some members of Commission's counsel 

have been ready, I am told, to clear up questions of this sort. This 

encourages me to hope for your sympathetic response by letter or if you 

‘4th thanks, 

_ Yours sincerely, 

Sylvia Mearher .



12 June 1965 

Dear Mr Rankin, . ; 
I should be very glad if you woul’ clarify some questions which arise from a , 

comparison of assertions in the Warrea Report with the corresponding source material 
in the Hearings and Fxhibits. I rf: engaged in carrying out such a comparative study 

with a view to publication; nai rally, I do not wish to draw conclusions on the basis 
of the published material al’e wiich may prove unwarranted or unfair in the Light of 
clarifications which you r4y be able to provide. 1 shall limit myself in this letter 
to questions which arir- in the final paragraph on page 95 of the Warren Report. 

According to tr-© paragraph, all the cvidence indicated that the bullet found 
on Governor Conna”-V's stretcher could have caused all his wounds. This assertion 
appears to be “4 conflict with the testimony of Dr Shaw (hi 113), Dr Humes (2H 37 ly 
376), and Dy finck (2H 382). Gan you indicate why the opinions of these medical 
witnesser “re discounted? I can appreciate that there may have been good reason 
to dip alify their testimony on this specific point but I believe that you will 
age’ that the categorical reference to "all the evidence" creates an unfortunate 
s pression when posed against that testimony, in the absence of mention in the 
Report of the opinions rendered by the three doctors together with an indication of 
the Commission's reasoning in reaching a contrary conclusion. — 

. In the last sentence of the same paragraph, an assertion is made as to the 
independent opinion expressed by the three doctors who ‘attended the Jovernor at 
Parkland Hospital that a single bullet had caused his wounds. The footnote refers 
to the March 23, 196) depositions of Irs Gregory, Shaw and Shires, but not to the 
testimony of Drs Gregory and Shaw on April 21, 1964 before the Commission. It. 
appears from the later testimony that Dr Shaw, at least, clearly retracted his 
earlier opinion and indicated that two or even three bullets micht have caused 
the Governor's wounds (1H 109). Commissioners Dulles and lieCloy questioned 
Dr Shaw specifically on this point and explicitly acknowledged their understanding 
of his change of opinion, which he confirmed in his replies to their questions. 
In the light of this, do you consider that the assertion in the final sentence in. 
the paragraph—which is literally true b.t maintains silence on the later change of 
opinion by one of the three doctors—-can be defended? I would be less than honest 
if £ did not say th: the discrepancy between the Report anu the testinony in this 
instance creates great umeasincss, if not alarm. 

‘£ am sure that you will agree that it will be a service to all concerned to 
clarify these issues as soon as poss ible, and i _ hope that you will do so by early 
letter or oy telephone if you prefer ¢ 

Yours sincerely, 

Sylvia Meagher



17 dune 1965 

Dear Representative Ford, 

I an presently reading your book, Portrait of the Assassin, with the 
Breatest interest and attention. Your first chapter is especially 
fascinating, since it gives the reader a look behind the scencs at the 
process of discussion and reasoning in which tho "Warren Commission engeged 
in confronting difficult and delicate problons. 

Chairman Warren's statement on Page 22, concerning the reporter Hudkins 
and the possibility that he might clain privilege, interested me Very muclic 
I find myself in complete agreement with the ultimate decision of the: whole 
Commission that "the only way to proceed was to conduct extensive and - 
thorough hearings of as many witnesses as Was necessary...shere doubts. 
were cast on any United States agency, independent experts would be hired 
eesto avoid reliance on a questioned authorityess" etc. 

“ith respect to the particular problem discussed in your first chapter 
the rumor that Oswald was an FRI informant—=I was anxious to pursue the — 
Commission's interrogation of the reporter fudkins, to see if he did indeed 
claim privilege and refuse to reveal the sources of his newspapor story, 
ax Well as the questioning of “aggoner Carr, ‘/illiam Alexander, Harold 
Weltman, and the other involved. llowever, the other references to Iudkins 
listed in your index merely mention again his role as a source of the 
Oswald/TRI rumors. As I am very interested in studying this matter in 
depth anc have access to the Hearin’s and ixhibits, I should be very 
grateful if you would provide me with the appropriate references so that I 
can locate Ihdkins! testimony as well as the others mentioned. 

'I should be most grateful if you will be good enough to provide me with 
those references as soon as possible. Thank you for your attention, 

Sincerely yours, 

Sylvia ieagher



21 June 1965 

Dear tr Liebeler, 

The American Psychiatric Association was kind enough to provide ne with a 

thermofax copy of your paper on Oswald, which I fomd of special interest and 

value. In particular, I was impressed by your account of how investigation 

corroborated Oswald's story that he had picketed the fleet at tew Orleans and 
how this and related information led you to abandon your tentative "fantasy" 

theorys 

_ As a close student of the case, I had been struck before reading your 
important paper by sinilar instances of Oswald's "lies" which surprisingly 
turned oct to be truthful statenents. I have in mind especially lis claim 
that he had seen a rifle handled in the Depository two days before the 

assassination and the mistaken assumption of the chief counsel, Ir Rankin, 
that Truly had denied this, only to correct himsclf later when a check of the 

record revealed that Truly had confirmed Oswald's story. 

I had been struck also by the passage on page 183 of the Warren Report on 
Oswald's questions to James Jarman, Jr. the morning, before the assassination, 

which suggested that he was not aware before this dialogue with Jarman that the 
motorcade was to pags the Depository, ‘hen I read this page of the Warren 
Report early in October 1964, I was rather electrified by the implications of 
Oswald's questions (assuming that they were honest)~-it seemed clear that he 

could not have planed to shoot the President aa the motorcade went by the 

vullding, if he was not aware of that route, and that he must havo returned to 
Irving on Thursday for reasons unrelated to the assassination. Consequently, 
he cculd not have brought the rifle back to Dallas with him nor committed the 
vile crime which took the life of President Konnedy. 

Subsequently, in mulling this over, I had to acknowledge one other 
possibilit;: that Oswald genuninely was not aware that the route would bfing 

the motorcade past the Depository, as his questions to Jarman suggested, but 

that he was aware of the Presidential visit and hed planned to camait his 

“loathsome deed tron another point along tho route.



Iwas disappointed to find no indication in the Report of the Commission's 

reasoning or its evaluation of Jarman's testimony on this conversation with 

Qsvald. I was also surprised, when { thought about it, that the conversation 

was mentioned in relation to Oswald's statencnts under detention rather than 

umier the discussion of advance publicity on the exact motorcade route, which 
demonstrated that .swald could have learned the exact route as early as 

November 19, 1963. The implication appears to be that the Comission classified 
Oswald's remarks to Jarman as disingenuous, and therefore roported thom in the 

section dealing with his untruthful statements to the police while under 
detention. Is that assumption correct? 

then the Hearings and Pxhibits were released, I searched them for further 
information on the incident but found only Jarman's testimony (3H 200-201), | 
whieh did not shed much more light nor resolve ny uneasiness. Therefore, I 
should be very grateful to you if you would be good enough to indicate how the 
Comission evaluated this matter ani the gencral contours of its reasoning. 

1 combinue to feel troubled about this conversation between Oswald and Jarman, 

I mst confess, especially when it is viewed against Oswald's statements and 

behaviour after the shooting of the President, as reported by other witnesses. 

Several witnessea reported that as he was being dragged out of the Texas Theater 

Jsvald shouted several times that he was not resisting arrest. Does that not 

‘suggest. the possibility that he feared that he might be killed on the pretext 

that he was attempting to escape? His reading habits suggest that his knowledge 

of cases in which suspects were shot on such grounds was a sophisticated one. 

Can you suggest any other reason for his declaiming that he was not resisting 
arrest? (7H 6 and CE 2003, pages 81 and 91) ; 

It is striking also that Iswald refused the opportunity to conceal his face 
fron bystanders as he was being taken into the police station, saying that he 

had nothing to be ashamed of (711 59}. ost of all, I was given pause by Combest's 

testimony (12H 185) thet Oswald, whon he knew that he was dying, shook his head to 

indicate that he had aothing to tell the police, even as his life was running out. 
Many people and perbaps the Commitbion itself have been troubled by Dsuald's 

umravering assertion that he was innocent of the assassination and tho other murder, 

in the face of confrontation with stunning evidence which appeared to incriminate 

idm, “hen only the Roport was available, I discussed this with a psychiatrist
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' with whom I am acquainted, only to be told with an air of authority that he 
would have confessed. I am not avare of any scientific foundation for such 
a judgment; but of course psychiatry is an art, not a science, { believe. 

Now I find from the Hearings that Oswald, in effect, maintaincd his 
innocence oven when he was aoribund~-=that is one possible interpretation 
of Combest's testimony, as you perhaps will agree. 

Since, according to your APA paper, you have particular competence in the 
area of Oswald's personality, motivation, and psychiatric status, f an taking 
the liberty of requesting your comments on these various points and, if possible, . 
an indication of how these matters wore evaluated by the Warren Commission in ) 
formulating its conclusions. Perhaps it is unnecessary, bib I should make it 
elear that my request is not inspired by idle curiosity but by a serious 
pirpose--a comparative study which I a1 in course of preparing, between the 
Warren Report, on the one hand, and the corresponding raw material in the 
Hearin:-s and mhibite. [ am reluctant to make inferences which nay prove 
unjustified in the light of further information on the process of the 
Commission's reasoning and the native of its a.praisal of facts and 
circumstances which, on the basis of the circumscribed information presently 
available to me, raise some serious problems. 

I assure you that I will be vey grateful indeed for any clarifications 
which you may be willing to provide. 

: Yours sincerely, 

Sylvia “eagher 

(No reply received)



22 June 1965 

Dear lr Jemer, 

I an engaged ina comparative study of the Warren Report and the 

corresponding source data found in the Hearings and Exhibits. I- hope 

that you can clarify a problem which I have encountered, on a subject 

with which you have special familiarity. ae 

The difficulty arises from a careful. reading of your examination - 

of Ruth Paine at her home in Irving on Harch 23, 196) (9H 398-101) «I 
would infer from the transcript that it would have been impossible for .-— 

Marina Oswald to see the license mmber on FBI agent llosty's car from 
the bedroom window during his liovember 5, 1963 visit. ‘he testimony 
suggests that it is extremely doubtful that she could have taken, or did 

take, the license mumber on the previous visit on Hovomber 1, when his car 

was parked at some distance from the Paine home. 

After reading this transcript, I reviewed Marina Oswald's testimony of 

February 4, 196) (1H 48) but found her replies vague as to the date and 

vantage point from which she wrote dom the license number. Therefore, 

‘I turned to her later testimony-—testinony subsequent to your experinert 7 

in the Paine house and your questioning of Hrs Paine. lowever, to m 

surprise, I found no further reference to the License number in Llarina — 

Oswald's later testimony in Junc, July, or September 196) (volumes V and XI). 

Consequently, I have some difficulty in tracing the means by which the 

Commission satisfied itself that "Yatina Iswald noted Hosty's lice: isc number 

which she fave to her husband" (Warren Report page 327). It is hardly possible 

to reconcile that assertion with the testimony, which raises serious problens 

about the feasibility of such an action by Marina Oswald, and tie lack of any 

follow-up which could be said to resolve the question. 

If I have overlooked documents relevant to this problen, and T may well 

have done so in scaming the abundance of ‘xhibits, will you please provide 

me with the references? If there are no such documents, will you please 

indicate the Commission's reasoning on this matter in reaching a conclusion 

-that Marina Oswald recorded the license nuber—for which the available 

testimony gives inadequate foundation.
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Another facet of this same problem is ‘the testimony of J; dear 
Hoover (5H 112) in which he explained the circumstances under which 
the FBI report of February 11, 1964 transmitted information which had 
been omitted from the FBI report of December 23, 1963, on the presence 
in Cswald's notebook of Hosty's name and numbers. He said exolicitly 

that this inforsetion was furnished to the Cormission prior to any 
inquiry concerning this matter, However, Marina Oswald was questioned 

about the license number on February 4, 1964, one week before the 
belated FBI report. Can you indicate how the I'osty entries in the 
notebook came to the Comission's attention, since apparently the FBI 
‘was not the orimary source of the information? _ 

‘Finally, can you provide me with the exhibit number for the affidavit. 
executed by FBI special agent Robert ?. Gemberling, transmitted to the 

Commission by letter dated February 27, 1964 (Ci 833, page 15)? I have 
not been able to locate it, to my chagrin, in an effort to trace the 
various steps in the discovery ani handling of the Hosty entries. 

These questions are not posed out of idle curiosity, as I am sure 
you will realize, but in an attenpt to complete what is a somewhat 

incomplete picture of the episede in the Hearings and ixhibits. 

Certainly I do not wish to make assumptions or cititicisms which may 
prove wholly unwarranted in the light of clarifications which you are 
in a position to vrovide, For this reason, I hope that you will be 
zeod enough to vrovide such clarifications at your earliest convenience, 

I am sorry to impose on what I am sure is a busy and useful schedule 

‘£ activities, some of which have been mentioned recently in the press 

ati which I might say, without any attempt at ingratiation, were highly 
sretifying to all opponents of the witch-hunt. 

Yours sincerely, - 

_ Syivia Yeacher



25 June 1965 

Dear ir Eisenberg, 

You will recall that I telephoned you on Friday 18 June 1965 and that you said at that time that you would respond to my letter of 8 June 1968 (copy enclosed) by the middle of the woek which is just ending. I have 
been surprised and disappointed te hear nothing from youe Perhaps my request appears to be an imposition on a private person that should have 
been addressed elscwhere, As I have already nentioned, however, I am 

not aware of any residual arrancenents made by the Warren Commission when 
it dissolved; and [ am sure that you Will agree thit a moral obligation 
does exist to clarify for any member of the American public legitimate questions posed in good faith. . 

I should be reluctant indeed to conclude that you are not able, or 
not willing for uniknowmm reasons, to rospond to an appeal for clarification | which I was unable to find in the Hearings and ixhibits despite carcful 
st.dy of the twenty-six volumes in thoir entirety ovor a period of several months. It was only after failure to find the necessary information in those volumes that I ventured to write to you on two matters which appear 
to fall within your special province. 

Hay I still hope to hear from you the answers to the questions posed in my letter of 8 June 1965? . 

Yours sincerely, 

Sylvia lHeagher



2 July 1965 

Near Dr Goldberg, 

I have been advised that you prepared the Apnendix on 
"Speculations and Runors' which appears in the ‘arren Report _ 
and that you might be good enough to clarify a point which 
arises in that section. The statement is made on page 646 
that the ammunition used in the assassination rifle was 

"recently made by the Western Cartridge Co., which manufactures 
_ such ammunition currently." There is no footnote indicating 

the source of the assertion and I have not been able to find 
any document among the Iixhivits which provides corroboration. 

C should therefore be most grateful if you would indicate the 
authority for the statement quoted. 

Pla feel free to reply by telephoning me collect at ny pbs (Meinw ber nea) . 6 . . ho “ith apolosies for troubling 

you with this request, and with thanks, 

Yours sincercly, 

Sylvia Meagher 

(No reply received) 



3 July 1965 

Dear Mr Jemer ) 

Please refer to my letter of 22 June 1965 requesting 

clarification of questions which arise about PSI agent 

Hosty's auto license number. It occurs to me that a 

written reply may be something of a burden to prepare. 

| May I therefore ask Vee ee fe sl free oe .ephone me 

collect at my home aouisy* your 

convenience, As I mentioned in my previous letter, 

I am ansious to have the requested clarification for 

purposes of a comparative study on which I am engaged. 

However, I would not plan to quote or attribute any 

statements made but merely to delete from my thesis any 

discussion of the matter of the license number, once the 

problem is resolved, 

‘ith grateful thanks, 

Yours sincerely, 

Sylvia Meazher



duly 8, 1965 

Dear t'8. Ueasher, 

{ have yo:r letter of June 17th and have been doing some 

checking of the questions you raise. 4s you know tir Hudkins 

is mentioned in the hcarinzs of the Commission, Volume ITI 

pp. 205-108, and Volume V, Pare 243 and 253. 

| It is quite possible that a member of the staff or a 

representative of another govermmental arency did interview 

Ly Hudkins. 

‘Undoubtedly “ir Lee Rankin who served as Chicf Counsel 
for thc Commission would be in a better position to <nswer - 

your question. iis present address is: (fy. 

Sincerely, 

Gerald 8 Ford, i!.0. 

GRF:mr



July 8, 1965 

Dear Miss Heagher, 

Your letter of June 22 reached me in the nidst of a trial | 
engagement, and your follow-up letter of July 3rd finds me in 
a period of recovery from the closing of the trial terms of both 
our federal and state courts, 

I will be away from the city next week but will be able to 
review my notes and other mterials during the week of the 19th, 
I will write you promptly rather than put you to the expense of a 
long distance telephone call. 

Very truly yours, 

Albert 5 Jemer. Jr,



10 July 1965 

Dear ifr Eisenberg, 

Here is the photocopy of Klein's full-page ad in the February 1963 
issue of the tnerican Riflenan magazine.“ You will see that the nail 
order coupon at the bottom of the ad gives the address "Dept. 358," 
which identifies the publication in which the ad appears and which 
corresponds with the actual mail-order from "Widcll" (CE 773). 
lg Waldman of Klein's testificd (7H 367) that the coupon was taken . 
from the February 1963 issue of the American wi fleman. 

It is therefore clear that "Hidell"” ordered the 36~inch Carcano 
weighing 5-1/2 lbs. which has the eataloguc number C20-T750. The 
same catalogue number without the "T" identifies the l)-inch Careario, 
as shown in Klein's fili-page ad in the November 1963 issue of Ficld & 
Stream magazine (Holmes Exhibit No. 2), . 

Frankly, I was nonplussed by this combination of facts: that the 
advertisement which has direct relevance in establishing the p.rchase 
and possession of the assassination rifle is not found among the 
“hibits, which contain minutiae of less immediate relovance, in some 
abundance; and that direct reference to the advertisement reveals 
that it offers a different model than the Carcano identified as the 
assassination rifle. Secondary facts which struck me were the 
inclusion of the Wield * Stream ad, which can be misleading to the 
vulnerable reader; and Iswald's specific interest in the effects of 
shortening a rifle barrel (10]i 221, 22h). one may wonder if he would 
have accepted without grumbling a rifle somewhat longer than the one 
he ordered. 

Sincerely yours, 

Sylvia lieagher 

“sent to lir “isenberg, who said that he had never seen the ady at his 
request during a telephone conversation.



3 August 1965 

Dear Representative Ford, 

¥ should like to thank you sincerely for your letter of 8 Jaly 1965. 
{ appreelated your suggestion that tr Lee Rarkin night better be able to 
provide answe:s to ry questions; accordingly, I sent him tho sclf~explanatory 
copies of our exchange of letters. This I did with sone pescinien, I sust 
minit, because I had already written twice to tir Rankin on another facet of 
the Warren Report without any reply whatever. As I feared, he has also 
ignored your reply to ny lotter-==g discourtesy wiich I do not appreciate. 

Tb is a matter for concern that legitimate questions raised by a 
responsible person should meet with rude silence. It makes a most 

unfortunate impression when persons who had anajor role in the work of 
the Warren Comission refuse to fulfill what is a distinct moral obligation. 
A foreign correspondent with whom I am acquainted recently expressed to me, 
in savage language, his opinion of a fact-finding process which terminated 
without arrangements for residual matters and refusal to dise uss or clarify 
important questions arising from omissions or apparent. contradictions in the 
fact-finding report, This gentloman, a journalist of some distinction, told 
me that his approaches had met with bland refusal to comment, to his indignation. 
AS an American and a taxpayer, I am naturally offended personally by my 
similar experience, on the one hand, and on the other hand unable to justify 
to 4 Turopean eritic the policy of silence that astonishes me no less than 
a foreignor. . 

“ath these prefatory romarks, I should like now to return to the subject 
of my letter of 17 June 1965. “hon I did not receive a response from ir 
Rankin, I decided to search the 26 volumes of Hearings and Exhibits for the 
desired information. I discovered one report of an interview with Lonnie 
lmdkins (ch 2003, page 327), but that was concerned with tho events of 
tovember 2h, 1963 and did not relate to Budkins' later allegations about 
Oswald and the FBI. . 7 did not find any interviews with other reporters 

concerned such as Joe Golden (Soulden) or Harold Feldman, nor testimony nor 
_ interviews on this subject with officials (other than Henry Yade) who, 
according to your book, believed that there was substance to the story-~that 
is, ‘lageoner Carr, William Alexander, etc.
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But, Representative Ford, I was dumbfounded by the implications of a 
passage in the testimony of J. Edgar Hoover, in which he referred to Hudkins 
without naming him explicitly (5H 116). On its face, that testimony appears 
to warrant the conclusions that despite the unanimous decison reached at the 
Commission's emergency meetings in January 1964, as described in the first 
chapter of your book, it was in fact the "questi oned authority" that 

interrogated Hudkins » repudiated his allegations without have determined 
their source, and, in effect, investigated and exonerated itself, 

Let me say that I do not have serious suspicion that Oswald was working 

secretly for the FBI. On the other hand, it is difficult to be satistied 

with an inquiry carried out in seeming disregard of the Commission's unanimous 
decision=-=the more so when viewed against other not-wholly-resolved questions 

which involve the FBI and agent James P Hosty, Jr in particular. ‘We still do 
not know the source of Hudkins? story or the earlier story by Joe Golden, nor 

that they brought the mtter to the Commission. (I might mention that the 
other unresolved questions involving Hosty and the FBI have been posed by 

letter to former counsel who took testimony on the relevant points, thus 

far without eliciting enswers.) 

You will surely understand my dismy at finding that the admirable decisions 

_taken by the Commission, as recounted in your informative book, apparently were 
scrapped, and that a method of inquiry which the Chairman and the members clearly 
had rejected as inadequate and inappropriate was, in faet, the method used, 

If you could persuade the appropriate persons (Mr Rankin or others) to 

expound on this mtter and indicate why my inferences are wrong--if wrong 

they are--it would be a real service, not to me alone but also to other 

researchers who are likely to follow the identical path to the same | 
disillusioning climax, It seems to me that those associated with a major 

historical investigation in which "truth was the only client" would wish to 

do no less, 

“With thanks and good wishes, 

Yours sincerely, 

Sylvia Meagher 

ce J Lee Rankin 

(No reply received)



20 August 1965 

Paar iy Jenner, 

Forgive naif I say that I am surprised and concerned 

ch iw non-arrival of the letter you volunteered to write 

cari the week of July 19th. It seems to m that the 

saaecong on which I requested clarification in my letter 

icy on dune 22nd are legitimate and important, and that 

vay thould be answered, JI hope that I may still expect 

ti oremised reply? 

* : | 
Yours very sincerely, 

Sylvia Meagher 

(No Reply Received) 



Registered MaiT 12 September 1965 
Return neceips Requested 

Dear Mr Eisenberg, 

TT trust that you received my letter of 10 July 1965 and the photocopy 
of the Klein's ad in the February 1963 American Rifleman. I assume that 
you did not disagree with my comments on the ad, but needless to say 1 
should welcome any observations you may have, 

You will recali that during our conversation on the first of July you 
were kind enough to offer to consider other questions which had arisen in the 
course of my study of the Ilearings and hxhibits, if clarification was not 
forthcoming from other sources, 1 hope that the offer stands, because I am 

_ Sorry to say that no answers have come by letter or telephone. lir Jenner 
declined to put me to the expenge of a collect call, assuring me that he 
would write after consulting his notes. lowever, he did not do so. 
tir. Rankin immored two letters which I had addressed to him, as well as 
copies of an exchange of letters sent to him at the suggestion of Representati-. : 
Gerald Ford. tr Ford then innored a further letter which I addressed to hin. 
Dr. Goldberg did not respond to my letter. lr Tdebeler did not respord.e — 

Perhaps it will be simpler to send you copies of this assorted correspond: + u¢: 
rather than attempt te reformulate the questions posed in the letters. I reals: 
that it will be time-consuming to read this correspondence and that I cannot 
expect any reply within a few days. However, { would be grateful for an 
indication that you infend to consider these matters when time permits, and 
I hope that you will be good enough to telephone or drop me a note. ; 

in addition to the questions raised in the enclosed letters, another prob! » - 
has arisen, only today. The Yarren Report states on page 555 that "when the 
rifle vias found in the Texas School Book vepository Building it contained a 
Crips" The citation (footnote 23 on page 85h) refers to the testinony of 
Captein Fritz (4H 205) and Lt. Day (4H 258). I have read both pages carefully 
but fovnd no mention whatever of any ammunition clip. I do not reeall from 
my first or second reading of the Hearings and Exhibits any testimony or
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documents which suegest that the rifle containcd an anaunition clip chen the 

weapon was discovered. If { an incorrect and there is documentary ovidente 

or testimeny to substantiate the statement on page 555, ( sho.ld be grateful 

and even relieved to be informed. fs i said wien we spoke, I do not regard 

nyself as immune from error or oversight-=nor free from the human malice that 

takes pleasure in catching an error or punetrating a pretext. ut those issues 

are too solemn and tragic for such pettiness, and I can tell you in honesty 

that I would havo weleamed answers to my unanswered letters oven if those 

answers demonstrated that my inferences were anfounded and nonsengical. 

I am unhanpy and disturbed that apart from your telephone call no one whom 

T have pvreached has been willing to discuss the substance of the questions 

posed. | | | 

One final word, and ribo at intending any offenses i have imvosted a 

great deal of time and effort in an attenpt to satisfy myself about the 

‘assassination. This is a coumitment that 1 feel deeply indecd. If it is 

impossible te set answers to legitimate questions--equestions that require no 

apology, asked courteously and in good faithe«-T will feel it a duty to make 

every effort. to have the questions asked in a form where they canret be 

ignored. 

Sur conversation in duly vives me the confidence to cxpress nyself 

frankly and te place these unanswered questions in your handa.s 

Yours very sincercly, 

Sylvia Meagher 

Fnelos ures 
Nae eee ae amen arietes aaiaeee ree adel 

Tetter to A}. Jenner 6/20/65 

Letter “ron =" 7/8/65 
letter to ”" * 3/20/65 
Letter to. J tAeboller 6/21/65 
Letter to 4 Goldberg 7/2/65 

Letter to J Tee Rankin 6/12/65 
Letter to" % 6/25/65 
letter to 3 2 vord 6/11/68 

letter fron * © /8/65 
Letter to * * B/3 765 

{No reply received) 



FBI Agent Hosty, Ruth Paine, and Oswald 

one Report (page 321) states that the Warren | Commission investigated the 

circumstances which led to the presence in Oswald's address. book of PBI agent - 

Hosty's name, office: address, ‘phone number, and License number There was” a. 

perfectly imnocent explanation, of course: Hosty had interviewed Ruth Paine at 

her home on November 1 and 5, 1963. On the first visit he had left his name. 

and phone number with Urs. Paine sO that. she might advise him if she learned 

Oswald's address in Dallas. Ruth Paine gave ‘this ‘slip of paper to Oswald. 

Marina Oswald had written down - Hosty's ‘License number on one of his visits, in- 

accordance with prior instructions from Oswald, and she gave him that information, 

‘The address of the FBI Dallas office, | the Report assures us, is 5 easily obtainable 

"from many public. sources." - ee, 

. “The Report is discreetly silent ‘about a fact that emerges from the Hearings 

- and Exhibits-—that the FBI initially | withheld from the Warren Commission | the 

infornation that entries concerning Hosty were found in Oswald's papers. That 

comes ‘to light ina letter of March 26, 1964, in which the Commission asked the FBI. 

for a "reasoned response" to ‘some, thirty questions, Aneluding the following one, - 

_ When and for what reason were pages 279 through 283 of the 

‘report of SA Gemberling of February ll, 1964, prepared 

_ (setting forth the entries in Oswald's address book which 

‘had not been included in the report of SA /Gemberling o of 

* December 23, 1963)" _— me 

The Fal Director responded in a letter of April 6, 1964, ‘that | 

Pages 2719 through 283 of the report of SA Gemberling ‘dated 

“ February 11, 1964, were ‘prepared at the time such report - 

.. was being typed. by the Dallas Office during a few-day period 

_ immediately preceding submission of such report to FBI Head~ 

'. quarters by the Dallas Office. In this connection, en 

attention is also directed to this Bure cau'ts letter to th 

Commission dated February 27, 1964, enclosing an affidavit 

- executed by ‘SA Robert P, Gemberling explaining in detail his. 

handling and reporting of data in .Lee Harvey Oswald's address 

book, You will note that in his affidavit, SA Gemberling 

- explains why ‘certain data in Oswald's address book was reported - 

in his December 23, 1963, report, whereas the remaining data... 

was reported in SA Gemberling's February 11, 1964, report. 

(CE 833 page 15)



That cryptic reply was elaborated in the testimony of the eminent Director of - 
the FBI, J. Edgar Hoover, when he appeared before the Warren Commission on May Ls 1964. 

This report was not prepared for this Commission but rather for 
investigative purposes of the FBI and, therefore, the information 
concerning Hosty's name, telephone number , and license number was 
not included in the report as the circumstances under which Hosty's 
name, et cetera, ‘appeared in Oswald's notebook were fully known to 
the FBI, 

After our investigative report of December 23, 1963, was furnished 
+sewe noted that Agent Hosty's name did not appear in the report,. 
In order that there would be a complete reporting of all items in 
Oswald's notebook, this information was incorporated in another 

_ investigative report... .dated February ll, 1964. Both of the...reports 
were furnished to: the Commission prior to any inquiry concerning this 
matter by the...Commission, oo (58 112)" 

The "reasoned reply" and the elucidation by the FBI Director leave room for. 
- scepticism, Genberling's, affidavit is not included among the Exhibits, which is 

a pity. It might clarify why the FBI was preparing reports for its own purposes 
as late as December 23, 1963, As we understood it, the FBI was designated as the 

investigative arm of the Warren Commission when the Commission was appointed on 

‘November 29, 1963, Since the FBI report of December was submitted to, although 
"not prepared: for" the Comission, why were the Hosty entries omitted? If the 
circumstances were fully known to the PBI, why did not the December report include 
an explanation together. with the entries which, on their face, suggested the 

possibility of 4 compromising relationship between Hosty or the FBI and Oswald? 

It is not unreasonable to wonder if the FBI did not find the Hosty enthies 
in Oswald's notebook inexplicable and highly embarrassing, and if the information 

was not withheld from the Warren: Gommission until a synthet tic “innocent” explanation 
could be designed. At the least, it would seem that Gemberling protected Hosty, 
Hoover protected Gemberling, and the Commission protected the FBI by withholding 
relevant information. from ‘the Report and documents from the Exhibits, © 

What is even more disconcerting is the fact that careful examination of the | 
testimony throws considerable. doubt on the assertion that Marina Oswald copied the 

“license. number of Hosty's car and gave it tc Oswald, It is true that she testified 
that she did, as the Report carefully phrases it, During her appearance before 

- the Warren Commission on. February 3, 196) Marine Oswald was: questioned about Hosty's 
November ist visit, oO



Rankin After you received the telephone number, what did you. 
do with it? ; Do oo 

farina He gave tho telephone -numbor to Ruth, and: she, in turn, passed it on to Lee... 

~ Rankin Did the agent also give his license number for his car to lirs, Pains or to you or to your husband? 

Marina No. But Lee had asked me that if an FHI agent: were to call, that I note dom his autonobile license number, and I 
did that. ue : . 

Rankin Did you give the license nunber to him when you noted ; 
it wd down? 

Marina Yes...the man who visited us, that man had never seen 
lee. He was talking to me and to Mrs. Paine. But he had 
never met Leeass . ce (1H 18) 

t is implicit in this testimony that Marina copied the license mumber on the 
_ first of Hosty!s two visits, which took place on November Ist end 5th. She’ 

; said that Oswald had asked her that "if an FBI agent were to call she note 
down the agent's auto license munaber. Ead she not done this on the November 
ist visit, Oswald might have Said, "if the FBI agent calls again, teke down | 

_ his License munber," or he might have reproached her for forgetting his 
earlier instreections. She does not suggest that anything like that transpired. 
But if logic suggests that it was on the November Ist visit that Marina took 
down the license number, the facts indicate that Bhe did not. According to 
‘Ruth Paine, 7 | 

»esthe first time he had come on the ist of November, he - 
nad parked down the street, and he made reference to the 
tact that they don't like to draw attention for the 
wighborhood to any interviews that they make, and in 
fast my neighbor also commented when she talked to hin 
a Sew days previously [euring a pretext intervien/ that 
bis car was parked down the street and wasn't in front 
of my house... 

_(3H.100)... 

It is clear that we must rule. out the possibil ity that Haring took down the 
| License mmber on that occasion, when Hosty by?s car was at some distance from 
the Paine house and there was no way for Marina to know that it was Hosty's 
car, even if it was within her range of vision. oe . 

If we put aside the implications of Marina's testimony and assume that 
she copied the license number on the November Sth visit, we stall encounter 
major difficulties. This tine Hosty paried his car in front ‘of the Paine 
house; but Ruth Paine. testified,



Hy best judgnent is that the license plate was not visible, 
. , however’, while it was parked; not visible from ny house. 

GE 100) 

Hosty and I, and a second agent was with him, I don't know 
the name, stood at the door of my home and talked briefly, 
as I have already described, about the address of Oswald in 
Dallas. Marina was in her room feeding the baby, or busy 
some way. She came in just as Hosty and I were closing the 
conversation, and I must say we were both surprised at her 
entering. He then took his leave immediately, and as he has 
told me later, drove to the end of my street which curves , 
and then drove back down Fifth Street. , 

Jenner Wow you are reporting something agent Hosty has 
told you? - 

R.Paine Yes. 

Jemmer Were you. aware of the Pact that he drove to the end 
_of the street? 

RP N : . - R.Paine Not at that time, 10. . (3H 99-100) 

Jenner continued to question } Mes, Paine in an attenipt to determine whether or 

enot at was physically possible for Marina Oswald to have seen and copied 

Hosty! s license mimber on the second visit. Mrs, Paine said that Harina -- 

“had been in her bedroom the entire tine. 

demner Are you firm, reasonably firm that Marina, even if 
she desired to learn of the license number on Agent Hosty's 
cer, that she could not have seen or detected it while 
remaining in the house? . , 

R,Paine She might possibly--oh, ‘I wouldn't say that. It 
is conceivable depending on where it was parked, it.is 
-eoncelvable that she could have seen it from the bedroom 

Window, Lo soa. oe (3H 1OL)S-- 

This testimony was taken on March 19, 196, On March 23, demer and Secret 

Service agent Joe Howlett accompanied Ruth Paine to the bedroom which Marina 

had occupied,. to test the visibility, of the license plate number on a car. 

‘stat ioned where Hosty had parked on. his second visit. Jenner said, 

It is impossible—at least inmpossible to see any license 
plate on either of the two automobiles parked ab the curbes, . 

Howlett Yes; that's: correct...l am shining a flashlit ght on 
the front and rear of both automobiles and you cannot even 
see the license plate, much less any of the numbers. 

(9H 398)



At that noxrt, therefore, Jenner confronted the fact that (1). Marina 

gould not have taken the license. nunber on the November lst visit because: 

" Hosty had parked his car. down the street; (2) the license plate was not 

visible when the car was parked in front of the Paino “Rouse /bedause Ie tas 

screened by another’ automobile standing theres (3) Hosty said that on the 

second visit he drove to the end of the street, turned, and drove past the 

Paine house; however, Ruth Paine did not see him do $0, nor does she suggest 

hat Marina might have seen him pass the house in his car at- the end of the 

te or that she might have copied eit nba, Pea Ts ngle 4 n the contrary, 7 

she said on Harch 19th that it was conceivabie that Marina might have seen 

the license plate from her bedroom window. The experiment on March 23rd 

eliminated that possibility. Yet Marina, if she took the license number et 

all, must have taken it covertly—~Ruth Paine testified that the first she had 

heard agything about the License number was when Hosty told her, "well after 

the assassination," that a notation of his name, telephone number, and license 

number had been found in Oswald's rom. | | 

There was, then, strong reason on arch 23, 196 to discredit Marina's 

story that she had copied Hosty's license mumber and given it to Oswald. , 

Marina testificd before the Commission on at least three occasions after that 

‘date, but not one single question was asked about the license number, when 

investigation had made it clear that she could not have copied that number 

as she testified she did early in February. In the face of those findings 

and without reopening the question with Merina, the Warren Commission asserts 

that Marina testified that she had copied the number, That is literally true, 

but fundanentally dishonest and misleading because, as the Hearings indicate, 

she ‘could not have copied the number on either of Hosty? s two visite 

Another assertion in Marina's February testimony was that FBI arent Hosty 

had never scen or met Lee Harvey Oswald (1H 8). That assertion appears to be 

no more trustworthy than her claim that she had copied the license number. 

Robert Oswald, testifying on February 21, 196, described Marina's refusal to 

be interviewed by two FBI agents who wished to question her on Novenber 26, 

1963, only a few days after the assassination. 

“hen the FBI agents arrived...when the two agents and 
uy, Gopadze came in, Marina iomedistely identified or 
recommized one of the agents who she had talked to 
before, and it is my understanding now, at the Paine's 

home in Irving, Texasees 

Jenner Did she have an aversion to being interviewed 

by the FBI agent on this occasion? 

L/ (see next pagé) _



1 
The author wrote to counsel Jenner requesting clarification of the 

Commission's reasoning, in view of the conflict between the evidence and 
the tacit assertion in the Warren Report that Marina Oswald was the source 
of the notation of Hosty's license number in Oswald's notebook. Mr. Jenner 
replied courteously that he would provide the requested clarification 

when he returned to his office.on or about July 19, 1965. He never honored 
his stated intention, nor did he reply to a follow-up letter of reminder 

sent to him on August 20, 1965.
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R. Oswald Yes, sir, she did...Marina had recognized this 

one Fol agent as a man who hed come to the Paine's home in 

irving, Texas, and perhaps at. another lécation where they 

might have lived in Dallas, or the surromding territory, 

and had questioned Lee on these occasions...In or outside of 

the home.sawithin the immediate grounds of the home, at least 

weeshe had an aversion to speaking to him because she‘ was of 

: the opinion that he had harassed Lee in his interviews...I 

would say this was certainly so.. His mamer was very harsh, 

 sirsseit was quite evident that thore was a harshness there, 

and that Marina did not want to speak to the FBI at that tine 

eeeAnd they were insisting, sir. And they implied.in so many 

words...they were implping that if she did not cooperate with 

the FBI agent there...that they would perhaps deport her 

from the United States and back to Russiaves 4 
. (1H 09-10) | 

i went over to Mr. Brown, the agent I knew, who was sitting 

at the end of the coffee table...and I was shaking my finger 

at him..ethat I resented the implications that they were 

passing on to Marina, because of her apparent uncooperative 

attitude..They attempted for another 5S or 10 minutes to |. 

interview Marina Oswald at that time...Hr. Brown-«he left 

the immediate area of interviewing there, and come over and 

started speaking to me...And the other FBI agent arose | 

rather disgustedly to end the attewpted interview,: he walked 

to the door, opened the door, and spoke very harshly, to. 

Mr, Brownesehe said, "Just cut it off right there, Mr. Brown." 

wr, Brown indicated he wanted to talk to me some more, lie 

just motioned to him to cut it off right here. | Mr. 5rown 

left and went outside with him... a 
z — CLE 11-22) 

. . 7 } “ “y nel 

This FSI agent to whom Marina had an aversion because lin her opinion he had 

harassed Oswald "in his interviews" is the same Hosty about whom she estified 

some months later that he had never seen or met her husband (CE 1780), Indeed, 

she oust have had a strong aversion to Hosty to refuse, only a few days after 

the assassination and vulnerable as she was, to ansver his, questions. 1/ Her 

“undissuised hostility and anger towards Hosty on that occasion, like that of 

Oswald himself when Hosty appeared at the interrogation session righb. after his 2 

arrest, is uncomprehensible if Hosty's two visits to the Paine home were as 

' pleasant and inocuous as he, Marina, and Ruth Paine all testified. \put by the 

time they testified on the visits, several months had passed; and: Marina told a 

story which had little in common with her earlier statements about and ‘attitude 

towards Hosty, as recounted by Robert Oswald. A few days after the arrest and 

murder of her husband, Marina was accusing Hosty of having harassed Lee "in his 

interviews." Other hints of possible personal contact between Oswald end 

HKosty emerge both from Yarina's ard Ruth Paine's testimony. 

1/. Although Robert Oswald told the Comsission on February 21, 1964 that Hosty had 

Threatened Marina with deportation if, she did not cooperate, Hosty was not asked 

about this when he testified on May 5, 196k. a
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. ering | t aton't report 4 it to “hin at once, “but. as soon as ° 

+ rat Bt 

Rankin’ Now, did you , report to your husband the fact of 

this visit, Hovenber Ls with the ¥BI agent? 

he cane for a weekend, .Z uf ‘told him about Ate e'sT told hin’ a 

that they had come, that they were interested in where he 

Was working and where he Lived, and he was, again, upset. 

ee yy 

Le He Said that he would telephone them--I don't know whether © 

. he called or not—-or that he would visit them.. lee had” Mas 

told we that supposedly h xe had ‘visited their office or (7's (hs °) 
| their’ building. But I didn't believe hin, “T thought he - 
as. a brave rabbit. ; ' 

er 15D 

“Ruth: Paine told a similar’ story about Osueld’s ; assertion’ that he had 

. “ealied at the FBI office ‘and attempted. to see Hostys. ~. 0 - 

i “reconstructed this-a fewveeks ago, that he went, after 
‘ > hea 1 pe 

“I per rhaps showld put in here that Lee told me, and I only - 

I gave him—«from-the first.visit of.the FBI agent-I |. 
took down the agent's name and the mumber that is in the 

eo "telephone, book to call. the ‘PBI and I gave thig to. 
so ests en nk RE BAY 

en aca’ 



_ Lee the weekend he came...that would have been’ the weekend of the: 
' 2nd, the next day...Then he told me, it mst havé been the following: : 
- weekend... «He told ms that he had stopped at the downtown office of . 
the FBI and tried to see the agents and ‘left a note...He was irritated” 

a and he said, "They are trying to inhibit my activities",..I learned - 
“s Only a: few weeks ago that ‘he never did go into the FBI office, Of. 
;, ¢ourse knowing, thinking that he had gone ‘in; I. thought that was 

. “sensible on 1 his parts _ But at appears to have been another lie. .:. .7- 

a “Ot 2 CPEs 

“anthough ? Mrs. Paine. dia not say and. counsel. did not ask the source of See” 
information, "most probably" it was Hosty himself. © It would be most naive to , 
accept a denial from such a source. .~In the wake of: the: ‘assassination, the FBI 
“experienced, shock waves of criticism for its handling of the Oswald case, ‘after °°. 
long. immunity. from disapproval. . The FBI would: hardly be willing to admit that 
the accused assassin had. been: pounding at its door for attention and still been © 

permitted to go about. his deadly: business without interference, : 
| The FBI may well deny that the visit tock place’ but it would have been quite 

"characteristic of Oswald's: agressive. insistence on his rights, «ith his audacity 
in’ his dealings with the American Embassy in Moscow,:and with his’ passionate 
denunciation of Hosty and the FBI in general, when Hosty appeared in the police 
station after Oswald's arrest. -If the charges confronting him at that moment did 

not silence him, ‘one’ wonders what considerations. would have restrained him from 
taking his ‘protests to. the FBI office. after Hosty's' first visit to the ‘Paine home, 
The FBI office ‘in Dallas is on ‘Commerce Street, no great distance. from the Depository, 

_ and Oswald could have gone. there’ easily when: work. finished at 4:45 pm or even during 
his lunch hour. . oo. 

It is not Clear from the’ ‘peports’ on the: interrogation of ‘Oswald after his arrest . 
(Appendix XIof the Report) whether his outburst, against Hosty indicated prior. ace 

quaint tance’ or only recognition ‘of his name. -Gertainly” there As nothing to obviate 
ac "previous meeting between the two. BF ; ee 

‘Two further’ comments are apropos: “Oswald. was irratated. by ‘the renewal of interest 
in: hin: on the: part of ‘the FBI and what he regarded as an attempt to inhibit his 
activities, ‘For all he Imex, he might be under ‘24-hour. surveillance, Tt is hard 
to under stand why ‘that. did not inhibit his alleged ‘actions on the morning of the 
assassination, “Second, ‘the Warren’ Commission has. made no attempt independently - 

“to ascertain whether or. not Oswald: visited the FBI ‘office, as he told both his wife 
and Ruth Paine; it merely accepted the denial of such a visit by an unknown source » 
‘to Mrs, Paine, as mentioned in her testimony. Oswald's assertion, juxtaposed to 
the ‘unexplained puzzle of the Hosty license number and the FBI's delay in telling



i 

“the Connission that Hosty"s 1 name and number's were found in Oswald's notebook, certainly 

required more “fact-finding than was attempted. “This is one of many matters that should — 

. be weighed in. the context of the Commission's attitude toward the FBI and the other 

| police agencies involved in the assassination —«bitiothatSiscnother csubjéctyticn 

. 7 it is noteworthy that ‘both, Marina Oswald and Ruth Paine were ready to believe. 

; that Oswald had lied about his ‘visit to the FBI. © As discussed elsewhere, the pre- . 

~ sumption that Oswald wes, ‘lying was wholly unjustified in several important instances. 

Ruth Paine, a major witness in the CASE y isa complex personality with many ambivalent 

or conflicting forces seething beneath a passive. facade... Some examples from her 

testimony show 2 predisposition against Oswald, and a real or pretended friendliness 

toward the FBI and other Establishment institutions which should not be overlooked ‘in 

evaluating her role ‘in the casa. Mrs. Paine is an adherent of the Soviety of 

Friends, more or less a practicing Quaker. - She appears frequently to ‘be animated 

by feelings foreign to BES BASS s Her account of the birth'of ‘the Oswalds’ second 

child, for example, vetrays considerable malice toward Oswald. °° She t testified that ) 

she had taken Marina Oswald to ‘the hospital. in. her: carat the onset of labor on a 

: Sunday night. Oswald, who was unable to drive, r remained at. her home to care for the 

children. 4s Mrs. Paine described it, SO 

He was already asleep when 1 got back==no$ that - is not right. He 

“was not asleep...but he had gone to bed, and’ I' stayed up and.waited - 

to call the ‘hospital to hear what word there was. So, that I knew | 

after he was already asleep that he had a baby girl. TI told him 

in the morning before he went to work,...I did not awaken him, Io ' > 

thought about it and I decided if he was not interested in being 

awake, I would tell him in the mOrMANg. «+ .. (3H 39-10) 

Another incident. reported by Mrs, Paine doronstrates ‘that with’ a Friend like 

her, ‘Oswald did not need enemies. * Despite the loftiness of her ‘principles, Hrs. Paine 

“on occasion had the instincts of: a sneak and an informer. “She testified on March 19, 

1964, that on Saturday moming, November 9, 1963, Oswald had ‘asked permis sgion to use 

her typewriter and had concealed his papers when she. came ‘near. 7 This, she admitted, 

aroused her curiosity, and ” 

Sunday morning I was the first one up. I took a closer look at this, 

a folded sheet of paper... The first sentence arrested.me because 1 

‘kmew it to be false...1 then proceeded to read the whole note, wondering, 

knowing this to be false, wondering why he was saying it. I was 

irritated to-have: him, writing. a ffsehood on: my. typewriter, I may say, 

too. - “t ‘felt I: had some, cause - to. Lock at or (3H 13-14) 
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"yrs. Paine. proceeded 4 to read Oswald's private paper, a draft of a letter dealing. 

in part with the visits of FBI agent Hostyy in, which Osmald said that Hosty had 

tried to ccerce him to refrain from pro-Castro activities and to press Marina to 

"defect" and place. herself under FBI protection... According to Mrse Paines that 

was a completely false version of Hosty'’s visits. She was offended on her own 

- behalf and that of her morally pure. typemriter——an extension of self-righteousness, 

to an inanimate object that mist have Freudian significance. She read the letter. 

in the quiet of her diving room on Sunday morning and decided that she - , 

Should have a copy t6 give to an FBI agent coming again, or .— 

to call. I was undecided what to do. Meantime i made a 

COpYece 

Jenner emner But. _you did have the: instinct to report this to the BI? 

- Paine Yes..eand after having made it, while the shower was 

running, I an not used to subterfuge in any way, but then I 

put it back where it had been and it lay the rest of Sunday... 
on ny desk Pere ; ee (3H 15) 

- (Xot used to: subterfuge? She takes to it Like an old ham. ) 

_ Whether or ‘not Oswald was aware of Mrs. Paine's hos tility toward hing he . 

nevertheless turned to her for help—in the last hours of his life, as it turned | 

- out. lies. Paine told the Warren Commission that Oswald had ‘telephoned from jail " 

on Saturday afternoon. and ‘had asked her to try ‘to reach John’ Abt. 3 the New York . 

lawyer, on his behalf. ' Asked to > repeat everything about the conversation ° that: 

she renenibered, Mrs. Paine said,’ 

» L can't give the ‘specific words to this part t ub LT carry a. 

clear impression, too, that he sounded to me “almost as if 

nothing out of the ordinary had happened, I would make this.. 

_ telephone call for him, would help him, as I had in other 

ways previously. He was, he expressed gratitude to me. 

. I felt, but did not. express, considerable irritation at his~ 

_.. seeming to be so apart from the situation, so pres suming of 

“nis owm innocence, if you will...I was quite stunned that he- 

called at all or that he thought } he could ask + anything of mey 7 oo 

appalled, really oon sett tent ve (SH 85-86) 

. Paine said that she ‘tried ‘to telephone Abt on Sat urday evening and perhaps 

also on a Sunday morning, without reply, and that she ‘had never veached hin. 

gener Did you ever attempt ‘to report to ‘Lee Oswald that you - 

ad been unable to reach Mr. Abt? _- 

Ruth Paine Rot unless such transpired in our 9:30 conversation 

Saturday evening, but I made no effort to call the police 

station itself. 

Jemer Excuse ne? 

Ruth Paine I made no effort to call the police station. 

.- (3H 89)
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Mrs. Paine's conscience did not rerind her that the accused mst be _ 

considered innocent until proved guilty in 4 court of law; indeed, Dallas 

officials abetted by the news media had Oswald convicted within hours of 

his arrest. But there ‘is no precedent for urs. Paine! Ss new principle—that 

the 2 coused may not "presume" nis own innocence. She was “considerably 

irritated" that’ Oswald did not grovel or disintegrate “with fear and remorse. 

Apparently she did not give even a pass: ing thought to ‘the possibility ‘that he 

— might ‘be innocent or that he was straining to exercise control and stave off 

‘panic at his predicanent—and this was before there was "conclusive evidence" 

‘against: him and before he could defend himself against the charges. Moreover, | 

Virs. Paine testified that before November 22nd she nad never considere d Oswald 

potentially violent nor had the slishtest reason. to think, that ne harbored any 

ada toward the President. 

Her failure to notify Ogwa‘ld that: she had been unable ‘to ‘reach ‘Rot (at she 

really tried to reach him) so that he would realize the urgency of obtaining 

legal assistance. elsewhere is unforgiveble. “Better if she had exprossed her 

"considerable irritation" frankly instead of Letting Oswald assume that she 

7 would help hin. For’ ‘all her modesty end selfabnegation, rs. Paine is a hard, 

‘anerys vindictive | and ‘sonetimes devious wonan—-and her testimony mist be evaluated 

in the light of her undeniable malice and vindic tiveness toward Oswald, and her 

wish to incratiate herself with officinidome | a 

Hosty also played an cunenviable role in the dramas He becane involved in 

a controversy with It. Revill of the Dallas police about, remarks nade avout 

the FBI's knovledge of Oswald, shortly after his arrest. He did not tell Dallas 

police Chi. £ ourry- or Captain Frits that the FBI had 4 file. on Oswald or that he 

was under active . investigation. — And, strangest of all, he. ‘absented hinself 

completely from the - police station after his brief participation in Oswald's 

first interrog gation. 

Returning to the point ‘of departure-—the fact that. Oswald, had Hosty's nane 

and mumbers in his address | book—we cannot be satisfied with the £L ndings in the 

Report or the Commission's: exercise in evasion and misrepresentations The real 

. relationship between Oswald and the FEL remains to be’ uncovered and ‘the tactics 

used to smooth things over merely. increase suspicion ¢ of the ‘nature of that 

relationship. 0h, tn et tN


